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AMARTYA SEN

Elements of a Theory of Human Rights

I. THE NEED FOR A THEORY

Few concepts are as frequently invoked in contemporary political discussions as human rights. There is something deeply attractive in the idea that every person anywhere in the world, irrespective of citizenship or territorial legislation, has some basic rights, which others should respect. The moral appeal of human rights has been used for a variety of purposes, from resisting torture and arbitrary incarceration to demanding the end of hunger and of medical neglect.¹

At the same time, the central idea of human rights as something that people have, and have even without any specific legislation, is seen by many as foundationally dubious and lacking in cogency. A recurrent question is, Where do these rights come from? It is not usually disputed that the invoking of human rights can be politically powerful. Rather, the worries relate to what is taken to be the “softness” (some would say “mushiness”) of the conceptual grounding of human rights. Many philosophers and legal theorists see the rhetoric of human rights as just
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loose talk—perhaps kindly and well meaning forms of locution—but loose talk nevertheless.

The contrast between the widespread use of the idea of human rights and the intellectual skepticism about its conceptual soundness is not new. The U.S. Declaration of Independence, in 1776, took it to be “self-evident” that everyone is “endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights,” and thirteen years later, the French declaration of “the rights of man” asserted that “men are born and remain free and equal in rights.” But it did not take Jeremy Bentham long, in his Anarchical Fallacies written during 1791 and 1792 (aimed against the French “rights of man”), to propose the total dismissal of all such claims. Bentham insisted that “natural rights is simple nonsense: natural and imprescriptible rights (an American phrase), rhetorical nonsense, nonsense upon stilts.” That suspicion remains very alive today, and despite persistent use of the idea of human rights in practical affairs, there are many who see the idea of human rights as no more than “bawling upon paper,” to use another of Bentham’s barbed portrayals of natural right claims.

The dismissal of human rights is often comprehensive and is aimed against any belief in the existence of rights that people can have unconditionally, simply by virtue of their humanity (rather than having them contingently, on the basis of specific qualifications, such as citizenship or legal entitlements). Some critics, however, propose a discriminating rejection: they accept the general idea of human rights but exclude, from the acceptable list, specific classes of proposed rights, in particular the so-called economic and social rights, or welfare rights. These rights, which are sometimes referred to as second generation rights, such as a common entitlement to subsistence or to medical care, have mostly been added relatively recently to earlier enunciations of human rights, thereby vastly expanding the claimed domain of human rights. These


additions have certainly taken the contemporary literature on human rights well beyond the eighteenth-century declarations that concentrated on a narrower class of "rights of man," including such demands as personal liberty and political freedom. These newer inclusions have been subjected to more specialized skepticism, with the critics focusing on their feasibility problems and their dependence on specific social institutions that may or may not exist.4

Human rights activists are often quite impatient with such critiques. The invoking of human rights tends to come mostly from those who are concerned with changing the world rather than interpreting it (to use a classic distinction made famous, oddly enough, by that overarching theorist, Karl Marx). It is not hard to understand their unwillingness to spend time trying to provide conceptual justification, given the great urgency to respond to terrible deprivations around the world. This pro-active stance has had its practical rewards, since it has allowed immediate use of the colossal appeal of the idea of human rights to confront intense oppression or great misery, without having to wait for the theoretical air to clear. However, the conceptual doubts must also be satisfactorily addressed, if the idea of human rights is to command reasoned loyalty and to establish a secure intellectual standing. It is critically important to see the relationship between the force and appeal of human rights, on the one hand, and their reasoned justification and scrutinized use, on the other.

There is, thus, need for some theory and also for some defense of any proposed theory. The object of this article is to do just that, and to consider, in that context, the justification of the general idea of human rights and also of the includability of economic and social rights within the broad class of human rights. For such a theory to be viable it is necessary to clarify what kind of a claim is made by a declaration of human rights, and how such a claim can be defended, and furthermore how the diverse criticisms of the coherence, cogency and legitimacy of human

rights (including economic and social rights) can be adequately addressed. That is the aim of this article.

However, before going into this investigation, I should make a clarificatory point. The rhetoric of human rights is sometimes applied to particular legislations inspired by the idea of human rights. There is clearly no great difficulty in seeing the obvious judicial status of these already legalized entitlements. No matter what they are called (“human rights laws” or any other appellation), they stand shoulder to shoulder with other established legislations. The present inquiry on the foundations and cogency of human rights does not have any direct bearing on the obvious legal status of these “human rights laws,” once they have been properly legislated. As far as these laws are concerned, the relevance, if any, of this study would lie, rather, in the motivation that leads to the enacting of such laws, which builds on the pre-legislative standing of these claims.

Indeed, a great many acts of legislation and legal conventions (such as the “European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms”) have been clearly inspired by a belief in some pre-existing rights of all human beings. This applies even to the adoption of the U.S. Constitution, including the Bill of Rights, linked to the normative vision of the U.S. Declaration of Independence (as was noted earlier). The difficult questions regarding the status and standing of human rights arise in the domain of ideas, before such legalization occurs. We also have to examine whether legislation is the pre-eminent, or even a necessary, route through which human rights can be pursued.

II. Questions to Be Answered

A theory of human rights must address the following questions in particular:

(1) What kind of a statement does a declaration of human rights make?
(2) What makes human rights important?
(3) What duties and obligations do human rights generate?
(4) Through what forms of actions can human rights be promoted, and in particular whether legislation must be the principal, or even a necessary, means of implementation of human rights?
(5) Can economic and social rights (the so-called second generation rights) be reasonably included among human rights?

(6) Last but not least, how can proposals of human rights be defended or challenged, and how should their claim to a universal status be assessed, especially in a world with much cultural variation and widely diverse practice?

These questions are addressed sequentially in what follows. However, since this is not a detective story, I am perhaps allowed to give away a sketch of the proposed answers, with the hope that this might help in following this long and not entirely uncomplicated article (even though there is some risk of oversimplification involved in any summary formulation).

(1) Human rights can be seen as primarily ethical demands. They are not principally “legal,” “proto-legal” or “ideal-legal” commands. Even though human rights can, and often do, inspire legislation, this is a further fact, rather than a constitutive characteristic of human rights.

(2) The importance of human rights relates to the significance of the freedoms that form the subject matter of these rights. Both the opportunity aspect and the process aspect of freedoms can figure in human rights. To qualify as the basis of human rights, the freedoms to be defended or advanced must satisfy some “threshold conditions” of (i) special importance and (ii) social influenceability.

(3) Human rights generate reasons for action for agents who are in a position to help in the promoting or safeguarding of the underlying freedoms. The induced obligations primarily involve the duty to give reasonable consideration to the reasons for action and their practical implications, taking into account the relevant parameters of the individual case. The reasons for action can support both “perfect” obligations as well as “imperfect” ones, which are less precisely characterized. Even though they differ in content, imperfect obligations are correlative with human rights in much the same way as perfect obligations are. In particular, the acceptance of imperfect obligations goes beyond volunteered charity or elective virtues.

(4) The implementation of human rights can go well beyond legislation, and a theory of human rights cannot be sensibly confined within the juridical model in which it is frequently incarcerated. For example, public recognition and agitation (including the monitoring of violations)
can be part of the obligations—often imperfect—generated by the acknowledgment of human rights. Also, some recognized human rights are not ideally legislated, but are better promoted through other means, including public discussion, appraisal and advocacy (a basic point that would have come as no surprise to Mary Wollstonecraft, whose *A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects* was published in 1792).

(5) Human rights can include significant and influenceable economic and social freedoms. If they cannot be realized because of inadequate institutionalization, then, to work for institutional expansion or reform can be a part of the obligations generated by the recognition of these rights. The current unrealizability of any accepted human right, which can be promoted through institutional or political change, does not, by itself, convert that claim into a *non*-right.

(6) The universality of human rights relates to the idea of survivability in unobstructed discussion—open to participation by persons across national boundaries. Partisanship is avoided not so much by taking either a *conjunction*, or an *intersection*, of the views respectively held by dominant voices in different societies across the world (including very repressive ones), but through an *interactive* process, in particular by examining what would survive in public discussion, given a reasonably free flow of information and uncurbed opportunity to discuss differing points of view. Adam Smith’s insistence that ethical scrutiny requires examining moral beliefs from, *inter alia*, “a certain distance” has a direct bearing on the connection of human rights to global public reasoning.

III. HUMAN RIGHTS: ETHICS AND LAW

What kind of an assertion does a declaration of human rights make? I would submit that proclamations of human rights are to be seen as articulations of ethical demands. They are, in this respect, comparable with pronouncements in utilitarian ethics, even though their respective substantive contents are, obviously, very different. Like other ethical claims that demand acceptance, there is an implicit presumption in making pronouncements on human rights that the underlying ethical claims will survive open and informed scrutiny. Indeed, the invoking of such an
interactive process of critical scrutiny, open to information (including that about other societies) as well as to arguments coming from far as well as near, is a central feature of the theory of human rights proposed here. It differs both (i) from trying to justify the ethics of human rights in terms of shared—and already established—universal values (the uncomplicated “non-partisan” view), and (ii) from abdicating any claim of adherence to universal values (and in this sense, eschewing any claim to being “non-partisan”) in favor of a particular political conception that is suitable to the contemporary world.5

These issues, which relate to the foundational discipline of ethical critique, will be examined later, in Section IX, in response to question (6). But the point to note for the moment, in answer to the first question, is that pronouncements of human rights are quintessentially ethical articulations, and they are not, in particular, putative legal claims, despite considerable confusion on this point, generated not least by Jeremy Bentham, the obsessive slayer of what he took to be legal pretensions. (I shall return later in this section to the nature of the misapprehension involved.)

A pronouncement of human rights includes an assertion of the importance of the corresponding freedoms—the freedoms that are identified and privileged in the formulation of the rights in question—and is indeed motivated by that importance. For example, the human right of not being tortured springs from the importance of freedom from torture for all. But it includes, furthermore, an affirmation of the need for others to consider what they can reasonably do to secure the freedom from torture for any person. For a would-be torturer, the demand is obviously quite straightforward, to wit, to refrain and desist. The demand takes the clear form of what Immanuel Kant called a perfect obligation.6 However, for others too (that is, those other than the would-be torturers) there are responsibilities, even though they are less specific and come in the general form of “imperfect obligations” (to invoke another Kantian

5. There are different variants of these two contrasting positions, and also other alternatives that differ from both, which are helpfully discussed and distinguished in Charles Beitz, “Human Rights as a Common Concern,” American Political Science Review 95 (June 2001): 269–82.
The perfectly specified demand not to torture anyone is supplemented by the more general, and less exactly specified, requirement to consider the ways and means through which torture can be prevented and then to decide what one should, thus, reasonably do. The relations between human rights, freedoms, and obligations will be further investigated in Sections IV through VI.

Even though recognitions of human rights (with their associated claims and obligations) are ethical affirmations, they need not, by themselves, deliver a complete blueprint for evaluative assessment. An agreement on human rights does involve a firm commitment, to wit, to give reasonable consideration to the duties that follow from that ethical endorsement. But even with agreement on these affirmations, there can still be serious debates, particularly in the case of imperfect obligations, on (i) the ways in which the attention that is owed to human rights should be best paid, (ii) how the different types of human rights should be weighed against each other and their respective demands integrated together, (iii) how the claims of human rights should be consolidated with other evaluative concerns that may also deserve ethical attention, and so on. A theory of human rights can leave room for further discussions, disputations and arguments. The approach of open public reasoning, which is central to the understanding of human rights as proposed here, can definitively settle some disputes about coverage and content (including the identification of some clearly sustainable rights and others that would be hard to sustain), but may have to leave others, at least tentatively, unsettled.


domain of continued dispute is no embarrassment to a theory of human rights. 10

In practical applications of human rights, such debates are, of course, quite common and entirely customary, particularly among human rights activists. What is being argued here is that the possibility of such debates—without losing the basic recognition of the importance of human rights—is not just a feature of what can be called human rights practice, they are actually part of the general discipline of human rights including the underlying theory (rather than being an embarrassment to that discipline). An acknowledgment of the necessity to pay ethical attention to human rights, far from obliterating the need for such deliberation, actually invites it. A theory of human rights can, therefore, allow considerable internal variations, without losing the commonality of the agreed principle of attaching substantial importance to human rights (and to the corresponding freedoms and obligations) and of being committed to considering seriously how that importance should be appropriately reflected.

Variability of this kind is not only not an embarrassment, it tends to be standardly present in all general theories of substantive ethics. Indeed, a similar diversity can be found within utility-centered ethics, even though this feature of that large ethical discipline often receives little or no recognition. In the case of utility-based reasoning, variations can arise not only from the different ways in which utilities can be interpreted (as pleasures, fulfillment of desires, or realization of choices), 11 nor only from the acknowledged heterogeneity of utilities themselves (well

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
recognized by both Aristotle and John Stuart Mill). They can also arise from the diversity of ways in which utilities can be used, whether by mere addition, or by multiplication (after suitable normalization), or through the addition of concave transformations of utility functions, all of which have been proposed and pursued, within the discipline of utility-based evaluation. Further, the discipline of interpersonal comparison of utilities may itself allow alternative procedures of quantification of utilities and go comfortably with accommodating permissible variations within specified classes of "partial comparability." The existence of different ways of making use of utility-based reasoning and alternative utilitarian procedures does not invalidate or even undermine the general approach of utility-centered ethics. And, similarly, the ethics of human rights is not nullified or thwarted by internal variations that it allows and incorporates.

Thus, the analogy between articulations of human rights and utilitarian pronouncements has considerable perspicacity, even though the great founder of modern utilitarianism, Jeremy Bentham, managed to miss that connection altogether in his classic hatchet job on natural rights in general and on the "rights of man" in particular. Bentham took


the appropriate comparison to be that between the legal significance, respectively of: (1) declarations of human rights, and (2) actually legislated rights. Not surprisingly, he found the former to be essentially lacking in legal status in the way the latter, obviously enough, would have. Bentham’s dismissal of human rights came, thus, with amazingly swiftness.

*Right*, the substantive *right*, is the child of law; from *real* laws come *real* rights; but from *imaginary* laws, from “law of nature” [can come only] “*imaginary rights*.”

It is easy to see that Bentham’s rejection of the idea of natural “rights of man” depends substantially on the rhetoric of privileged use of the term of “rights,” seeing it in its specifically legal interpretation. However, insofar as human rights are meant to be significant ethical claims, the pointer to the fact that they do not by themselves have legal or institutional force is obvious enough, but also quite irrelevant to the discipline of human rights. The appropriate comparison is, surely, between:

1. a utility-based ethics (championed by Bentham himself), which sees intrinsic ethical importance in utilities but none in human rights or human freedoms (any role that the latter can have in the utilitarian system is, thus, entirely instrumental), and
2. an ethics that makes room for the fundamental significance of human rights (as the advocates of “rights of man” did), linked with a diagnosis of the basic importance of human freedoms and the obligations generated by that diagnosis.

16. Accepting a general contrast between the respective categories of ethical assertions and legal pronouncements does not, of course, deny the possibility that ethical views may contribute to the interpretation and, thus, the substantive content of laws. The recognition of that possibility may go against a strictly positivist theory of law (on which see Ronald Dworkin, *A Matter of Principle* [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1995]). This understanding does not, however, obliterate the motivational and substantive distinction between primarily ethical claims and principally legal proclamations.
17. The importance of rights and freedoms can, of course, be combined with incorporating the significance of utility or well-being in ethical reasoning, but if such a “combined” system is to be pursued, some consistency problems will have to be faced in devising a coherent and integrated social choice procedure; on this see Amartya Sen, “The
Just as utilitarian ethical reasoning takes the form of insisting that the utilities of the relevant persons must be taken into account in deciding on what should be done, the human rights approach demands that the acknowledged human rights must be given ethical recognition (the form and the informational basis of that recognition will be discussed further in the next two sections). The relevant comparison lies in this contrast, not in differentiating the legal force of legislated rights (for which Bentham's phrase "the child of law" is an appropriate description) from the absence of any legal standing generated by an ethical recognition of rights (without any legislation or legal reinterpretation). Indeed, even as Bentham was busy in 1791 and 1792 writing down his dismissal of "rights of man," the reach and range of ethical interpretations of rights were being powerfully explored by Thomas Paine's *Rights of Man*, and by Mary Wollstonecraft's *A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects*, both published during the period 1791 to 1792 (though neither seemed to arouse Bentham's curiosity).\(^{18}\)

An ethical understanding of human rights goes not only against seeing them as legal demands (and against taking them to be, as in Bentham's view, legal *pretensions*), but also differs from a law-centered approach to human rights that sees them as if they are basically *grounds* for law, almost "laws in waiting." Ethical and legal rights do, of course, have motivational connections. In a rightly celebrated article "Are There Any Natural Rights?" Herbert Hart has argued that people "speak of their moral rights mainly when advocating their incorporation in a legal system." He added that the concept of a right "belongs to that branch of morality which is specifically concerned to determine when one person's freedom may be limited by another's and so to determine what actions may appropriately be made the subject of coercive legal

---

rules.”\footnote{H. L. A. Hart, “Are There Any Natural Rights?” \textit{The Philosophical Review} 64 (1955), reprinted in \textit{Theories of Rights}, ed. Jeremy Waldron (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 79.} Whereas Bentham saw rights as a “child of law,” Hart’s view takes the form, in effect, of seeing some natural rights as \textit{parents} of law: they motivate and inspire specific legislations. Although Hart does not make any reference whatever to human rights in his article, the reasoning about the role of natural rights as inspiration for legislation can be seen to apply to the concept of human rights as well.\footnote{On this see Maurice Cranston, “Are There Any Human Rights?”} 

There can, in fact, be little doubt that the idea of moral rights can serve, and has often served in practice, as the basis of new legislation. It has frequently been utilized in this way, and this is indeed an important \textit{use} of human rights. That, for example, is precisely the way the diagnosis of inalienable rights was invoked in the U.S. Declaration of Independence and reflected subsequently in the Bill of Rights, a route that has been well-trodden in the legislative history of many countries in the world.\footnote{The framers of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 hoped, in fact, that this declaration would serve as a template for bills of rights in different nations, with national courts taking a lead in their enforcement. See Mary Ann Glendon’s wonderful account of that remarkable history, \textit{A World Made New: Eleanor Roosevelt and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights} (New York: Random House, 2001).} Providing inspiration for legislation is certainly one way in which the ethical force of human rights has been constructively deployed.

However, to acknowledge that such a connection exists is not the same as taking the relevance of human rights to lie \textit{exclusively} in determining what should “appropriately be made the subject of coercive legal rules.” It is important to see that the idea of human rights can be, and is, actually used in several other ways as well. Indeed, if human rights are seen as powerful moral claims, indeed as “moral rights” (to use Hart’s phrase), then surely we have reason for some catholicity in considering different avenues for promoting these claims. (This question will be pursued in Section VII.) The ways and means of advancing and implementing human rights need not, thus, be confined only to making new laws (even though sometimes legislation may indeed turn out to be the right way to proceed). For example, monitoring and other activist support, provided by such organizations as Human Rights Watch or
Amnesty International or OXFAM or Médecins Sans Frontières, can themselves help to advance the effective reach of acknowledged human rights. In many contexts, legislation may not, in fact, be involved.

IV. RIGHTS, FREEDOMS AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE

Why are human rights important? Since declarations of human rights are ethical affirmations of the need to pay appropriate attention to the significance of freedoms incorporated in the formulation of human rights (as was discussed in the last section), an appropriate starting point must be the importance of freedoms of human beings to be so recognized. Note that while rights involve claims (specifically, claims on others who are in a position to make a difference), freedoms, in contrast, are primarily descriptive characteristics of the conditions of persons.

By starting from the importance of freedoms as the appropriate human condition on which to concentrate, rather than on utilities (as Bentham did), we get a motivating reason not only for celebrating our own rights and liberties, but also for our taking an interest in the significant freedoms of others, not just in their pleasures and desire-fulfillment (as under utilitarianism). Bentham’s insistence on choosing utility as the basis of ethical evaluation can be contrasted with the reasons for focusing instead on freedoms. I have discussed elsewhere why those reasons are weighty and how the focus on freedoms can avoid some of the major pitfalls of concentrating only on utility in the form of pleasure or desire fulfillment. For example, the utilitarian calculus can suffer from valuational distortions resulting from the neglect of substantive deprivation of those who are chronically disadvantaged but who learn, by force of circumstances, to take pleasure in small mercies and

22. Since the Gilbert Murray Lecture given at Oxford in November 2002, in which this article originated, was arranged by OXFAM (Gilbert Murray was one of OXFAM’s founders), it was also a suitable occasion to discuss this broader connection of human rights with a plurality of ways of pursuing them.

get reconciled to cutting down their desires to “realistic proportions” (thereby appearing to be not particularly deprived in the special metric of pleasures or desire-fulfillment).\textsuperscript{24}

Before going into the difficult issue of duties related to rights, which will be examined in Section VI, some exploration of the connection between rights and freedoms is necessary, to which I devote the rest of this section as well as Section V. Freedoms can vary in importance and also in terms of the extent to which they can be influenced by social help. For a freedom to count as a part of the evaluative system of human rights, it clearly must be important enough to justify requiring that others should be ready to pay substantial attention to decide what they can reasonably do to advance it. It also has to satisfy a condition of plausibility that others could make a material difference through taking such an interest.

There have to be some “threshold conditions” of (i) importance and (ii) social influenceability for a freedom to figure within the interpersonal and interactive spectrum of human rights. Insofar as the idea of human rights demands public discussion and engagement, which I noted earlier and will further discuss in Section IX, the agreement that would be sought is not only on whether some specific freedom of a particular person has any ethical importance whatsoever (that condition can be easy to satisfy), but also whether its significance and its influenceability meet the threshold conditions for inclusion among the human rights on which the society should focus.

The threshold conditions may prevent, for a variety of reasons, particular freedoms from being an appropriate subject matter of human rights. To illustrate, it is not hard to argue that some importance should be attached to all four of the following freedoms:

(1) a person's freedom not to be assaulted;
(2) her freedom to receive medical care for a serious health problem;
(3) her freedom not to be called up regularly by her neighbors whom she detests;
(4) her freedom to achieve tranquility.

However, even though all four may be important in one way or another, it is not altogether implausible to argue that the first (freedom not to be assaulted) is a good subject matter for a human right, and so is the second (freedom to receive necessary medical care), but the third (freedom not to be called up by detested neighbors) is not, in general, important enough to cross the threshold of social significance to qualify as a human right. Also, the fourth, while quite possibly extremely important for the person, is too inward-looking—and too hard to be influenced by others—to be a good subject matter for human rights. The exclusion of a “right to tranquillity” relates not to any skepticism about the possible importance of tranquillity and the significance of a person’s being free to achieve it, but to the difficulty of guaranteeing it through social help.

There can be fruitful debates on the thresholds and their use, and in particular on whether a specific case of freedom meets the threshold conditions or not. As was briefly discussed in Sections II and III (and will be further examined in Section IX), such discussions are part of the discipline of human rights. The analyses of thresholds, related both to the seriousness and to the social influenceability of particular freedoms, cannot but have a significant place in the discipline of human rights.

V. Processes, Opportunities and Capabilities

I turn now to a closer scrutiny of the contents of freedom and its multiple features. I have argued elsewhere that “opportunity” and “process” are two aspects of freedom that require distinction, with the importance of each deserving specific acknowledgment. An example can help to bring out the separate (though not necessarily independent) relevance of both substantive opportunities and freedom of processes.

Consider an adult person, let us call her Rima, who decides that she would like to go out in the evening. To take care of some considerations

25. However, in the second case (that is, the entitlement to necessary medical care), we shall have to discuss whether this type of a “welfare right,” or more generally, economic and social rights, can be seen as human rights, and this examination will be taken up in Section VIII.

that are not central to the issues involved here (but which could make the discussion more complex), it is assumed that there are no particular safety risks involved in her going out, and that she has critically reflected on this decision and judged that going out would be the sensible, indeed the ideal, thing to do. Now consider the threat of a violation of this freedom if some authoritarian guardians of society decide that she must not go out in the evening (“it is most unseemly”), and if they force her, in one way or another, to stay indoors. To see that there are two distinct issues involved in this one violation, consider an alternative case in which the authoritarian bosses decide that she must—absolutely must—go out (“you are expelled for the evening: just obey”). There is clearly a violation of freedom here even though Rima is being forced to do exactly what she would have chosen to do anyway, and this is readily seen when we compare the two alternatives “choosing freely to go out” and “being forced to go out.” The latter involves an immediate violation of the process aspect of Rima’s freedom, since an action is being forced on her (even though it is an action she would have freely chosen also).

The opportunity aspect may also be affected, since a plausible accounting of opportunities can include having options and it can inter alia include valuing free choice. However, the violation of the opportunity aspect would be more substantial and manifest if she were not only forced to do something chosen by another, but in fact, forced to do something she herself would not otherwise choose to do. The comparison between “being forced to go out” (when she would have gone out anyway, if free) and, say, “being forced to polish the shoes of others at home” (not her favorite activity) brings out this contrast, which is primarily one of the opportunity aspect, rather than the process aspect. In being forced to stay home and polish the shoes of others, Rima loses freedom in two different ways, related respectively to (1) being forced with no freedom of choice, and (2) being obliged in particular to do something she would not choose to do.27

Both processes and opportunities can figure in human rights. A denial of “due process” in being, say, imprisoned without a proper trial can be the subject matter of human rights (no matter what the outcome of the

27. More complex features of the opportunity aspect and the process aspect of freedoms are also discussed in my Arrow Lectures (“Freedom and Social Choice”) in Rationality and Freedom, essays 20 through 22.
fair trial might be), and so can be the denial of the opportunity of medical treatment, or the opportunity of living without the danger of being assaulted (going beyond the exact process through which these opportunities are made real).

For the opportunity aspect of freedom, the idea of “capability” (that is, the opportunity to achieve valuable combinations of human functioning; what a person is able to do or be) can typically provide a helpful approach.28 It allows us to distinguish appropriately between (i) what she values doing or being, and (2) the means she has to achieve what she values. By shifting attention, in particular, towards the former, the capability-based approach resists an overconcentration on means (such as incomes and primary goods) that can be found in some theories of justice (for example, in the Rawlsian Difference Principle). The capability approach can capture the fact that two persons can have very different substantial opportunities even when they have exactly the same set of means: for example, a disabled person can do far less than an able-bodied person can, with exactly the same income and other “primary goods.” The disabled person cannot, thus, be judged to be equally advantaged—with the same substantive opportunities—as the person without any physical handicap but with the same set of means (such as income and wealth and other primary goods). The capability perspective concentrates on what actual opportunities a person has, not the means over which she has command. More particularly, the capability perspective allows us to take into account the parametric variability in the relation between the means, on the one hand, and the actual opportunities, on the other.29


29. The importance of this variability for a theory of justice is discussed in my “Justice: Means versus Freedoms,” Philosophy & Public Affairs 19 (1990): 111–21. Differences in the capability to function can arise even with the same set of personal means (such as primary
The capability perspective can also help in bringing out the need for transparent valuational scrutiny of individual advantages and adversities, since the different functionings have to be assessed and weighted in relation to each other, and the opportunities of having different combinations of functionings also have to be evaluated. The richness of the capability perspective broadly interpreted, thus, includes its insistence on the need for open valuational scrutiny for making social judgments, and in this sense, it fits in well with the importance of public reasoning. This openness of transparent valuation contrasts with burying the evaluative exercise in some mechanical, and valuationally opaque, convention (for example, by taking market-evaluated income to be the invariable standard of individual advantage, thereby giving implicit normative priority to institutionally determined market prices).


31. The capability approach can allow considerable difference in application. For a somewhat different perspective, see Martha Nussbaum, "Nature, Function, and Capability: Aristotle on Political Distribution," *Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy*, Supplementary Volume (1988), pp. 145–54, and *Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach*. Nussbaum has discussed the importance of identifying an overarching "list of capabilities," with given priorities, in a more Aristotelian way. My own reluctance to join the search for such a canonical list arises partly from my difficulty in seeing how the exact lists and weights would be chosen without appropriate specification of the context of their use (which could vary), but also from a disinclination to accept any substantive diminution of the domain of public reasoning. The framework of capabilities, as I see it, helps to clarify and illuminate the subject matter of public reasoning, which can involve epistemic issues (including claims of objective importance) as well as ethical and political ones. It does not—and cannot—displace the need for public reasoning.
There has, however, been some serious criticism of describing these substantive opportunities—to live one kind of a life or another—as “freedoms,” and it has been argued that this makes the idea of freedom too inclusive. For example, in her illuminating and sympathetic critique of my Development as Freedom, Susan Okin has presented arguments to suggest that I tend “to overextend the concept of freedom.” She argues: “It is hard to conceive of some human functionings, or the fulfillment of some needs and wants, such as good health and nourishment, as freedoms without stretching the term until it seems to refer to everything that is of central value to human beings” (p. 292).

There is indeed scope for argument on how broadly the concept of freedom should be used. But the particular example considered in Okin’s counterargument is, I think, based on a misinterpretation of the idea of freedom underlying the concept of capability. It has not been suggested at all that a functioning (for example, being in good health or being well-nourished) should be seen as freedom of any kind. Rather, freedom, in the form of capability, concentrates on the opportunity to achieve combinations of functionings (including, inter alia, the opportunity to be well-nourished or in good health, as in this particular case): the person is free to use this opportunity or not. A capability reflects the alternative combinations of functionings over which the person has freedom of effective choice.

It is, therefore, not being suggested at all that being well-nourished or in good health is to be seen as a freedom in itself. Capability, as a kind of freedom, refers to the extent to which the person is able to choose particular combinations of functionings (including, inter alia, such things as being well-nourished), no matter what the person actually decides to choose. Mahatma Gandhi famously did not use that opportunity to be well-fed when he chose to fast, as a protest against the


policies of the British Raj in India. In terms of the actual functioning of being well-nourished, the fasting Gandhi did not differ from a starving famine victim, but the freedoms and opportunities they respectively had were quite different. The freedom to have any particular thing can be distinguished from actually having that thing. What a person is free to have, not just what he or she actually has, is relevant, I have argued, to a theory of justice. A similar point can be made about the relevance of substantive freedoms in a theory of human rights.

The fact that many of the terrible deprivations in the world seem to arise from a lack of freedom to avoid those deprivations (rather than from choice, including choosing to be “indolent”: a classic issue in the historical literature on poverty) is an important motivational reason to emphasize the role of freedom. This led Marx to argue passionately for the need to replace “the domination of circumstances and chance over individuals by the domination of individuals over chance and circumstances.” The general idea of freedom, with its many distinct components, seems particularly relevant to normative social choice theory, in general, and to the theory of justice, in particular. The argument here is that it can also figure powerfully in the normative foundations of human rights.

To take a different type of example, consider the freedom of new immigrants to West Europe or North America to conserve the ancestral cultural customs and life-styles from their countries of origin. This complex subject cannot be adequately assessed without distinguishing between doing something and being free to do that thing. A strong argument can be constructed in favor of an immigrant’s having the freedom to retain at least parts of her ancestral life-style, but this must not be seen as an argument in favor of her pursuing her ancestral life-style whether she chooses to do this or not. The central issue, in this argument, is the freedom to choose how she should live, including the opportunity to

pursue ancestral customs, and it cannot be turned into an argument for her specifically pursuing those customs in particular, irrespective of the alternatives she has and the choices she would make.\textsuperscript{36} The importance of capability, reflecting opportunities, is central to this distinction.\textsuperscript{37}

I have been concentrating on what the capability perspective can do for a theory of justice or of human rights in the immediately preceding discussion, but I now to turn to what it cannot do. Although the idea of capability has considerable merit in the assessment of the opportunity aspect of freedom, it cannot possibly deal adequately with the process aspect of freedom, since capabilities are characteristics of individual advantages, and they fall short of telling us enough about the fairness or equity of the processes involved, or about the freedom of citizens to invoke and utilize procedures that are equitable.

Let me illustrate the contrast of perspectives with a somewhat harsh example. It is now fairly well established that given symmetric care, women tend to live longer than men. If one were concerned only with capabilities (and nothing else), and in particular with equality of the capability to live long, it would have been possible to construct an argument for giving men more medical attention than women to counteract the natural masculine handicap. But giving women less medical attention than men for the same health problems would clearly violate an important requirement of process equity, and it seems reasonable to argue, in cases of this kind, that demands of equity in process freedom could sensibly override a single-minded concentration on the opportunity aspect of freedom (and the requirements of capability equality in particular). While it is important to emphasize the relevance of the capability perspective in judging people’s substantive opportunities (particu-

\textsuperscript{36} Though this is not the occasion to provide a critical assessment of “multiculturalism” as a social policy, it is perhaps worth noting here that there is a big difference between (1) valuing multiculturalism because of the way, and to the extent that, it enhances the freedoms of the people involved to choose to live as they would like (and have reason to like); and (2) valuing cultural diversity \textit{per se}, which focuses on the descriptive characteristics of a societal pattern, rather than on the freedoms of the people involved.

\textsuperscript{37} Capability is also central to the relationship between multiculturalism and gender equity. The important question that Susan Okin asks in her joint book, \textit{Is Multiculturalism Bad for Women?}, ed. J. Cohen, M. Howard and M. C. Nussbaum (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1999), turns, to a great extent, on possible tensions between multiculturalism and the freedom of individual persons (in this case, women) within a community to freely consider and choose how they would live.
larly in comparison with alternative approaches that focus on incomes, or primary goods, or resources), that point does not, in any way, go against seeing the simultaneous relevance also of the process aspect of freedom in a theory of human rights, or, for that matter, in a theory of justice.

Related to this issue, I should perhaps take the opportunity here to correct a misinterpretation of the place of the capability perspective in a theory of justice. A theory of justice, or more generally an adequate theory of normative collective choice, has to be alive both to the fairness of the processes involved and to the equity and efficiency of the substantive opportunities that people can enjoy.\textsuperscript{38} In dealing with the latter, capability can indeed provide a very helpful perspective, in comparison with, say, the Rawlsian concentration on “primary goods.” But capability can hardly serve as the sole informational basis for the other considerations, related to processes, that must also be accommodated in normative collective choice theory.

Perhaps the point can be seen most easily by considering the different components of Rawls’s theory of justice. His “first principle” of justice involves the priority of liberty, and the first part of the “second principle” involves process fairness, through demanding that “positions and offices be open to all.” Even though the concerns that lead Rawls to these particular formulations can be dealt with in different ways, not only in the way that Rawls himself addresses them, the force and cogency of these Rawlsian concerns can neither be ignored nor be adequately addressed through relying only the informational base of capabilities.\textsuperscript{39}

In contrast, capability comes into its own in dealing with the remainder of the second principle, viz. “the Difference Principle” (with its con-

\textsuperscript{38} The plurality of concerns, involving processes as well as opportunities, which is inescapably involved in normative collective choice (including theories of justice), is discussed in my \textit{Collective Choice and Social Welfare} (1970) and “Well-being, Agency and Freedom: The Dewey Lectures 1984,” \textit{Journal of Philosophy} \textbf{82} (1985). Since I have seen it asserted that I propound a “capability-based theory of justice,” I should make it absolutely clear that this could be true only in the rather limited sense of naming something according to \textit{a principal} part of it (comparable with, say, using England for Great Britain, or Holland for the Netherlands).

centration on “primary goods”). The territory that Rawls reserved for the accounting of primary goods, as used in his Difference Principle, would indeed be, I argue, better served by the capability perspective. That does not, however, obliterate in any way the relevance of the rest of the territory of justice, in which process considerations, including liberty and procedural equity, figure. The same plurality of informational base links with the multiplicity of considerations that can be invoked in a theory of human rights. Capabilities and the opportunity aspect of freedom, important as they are, have to be supplemented by considerations of fair processes and the lack of violation of the individual’s right to invoke and utilize them.

VI. DUTIES, REASONABLE CONSIDERATION AND IMPERFECT OBLIGATIONS

I turn now from rights to correlative duties. We can, again, proceed from the importance of freedoms and their different aspects. Since freedoms are important, people have reason to ask what they should do to help each other in defending or promoting their respective freedoms. Since violation, or non-realization, of the freedoms underlying significant rights are, in this evaluative system, bad things to happen, even others who are not themselves responsible for causing the violation have a good reason to consider what they should do to help. Nevertheless, the move from a reason for action to help another person, which is easy to see in a consequence-sensitive ethical system, to an actual duty to give

40. It was indeed in the context of identifying an inadequacy in the Rawlsian focus on primary goods in the Difference Principle, for judging distributational equity, that the use of the capability perspective was proposed in my 1979 Tanner Lectures, published as “Equality of What?” (1980). In judging distributational equity, the capability perspective also has, I believe, advantages over the concentration on what Ronald Dworkin calls “resources” in “What Is Equality? Part 2: Equality of Resources,” Philosophy & Public Affairs 10 (1981): 185–243. Dworkin has recently argued that on one interpretation, there is no substantial difference between my focus on capability and his focus on resources, while on another interpretation, he is just right and I am plain wrong (Sovereign Virtue: The Theory and Practice of Equality [Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2000]). I resist the temptation, which I must confess is fairly strong, to join that debate in this article.

reasonable consideration to undertaking such an action might appear, at least at first sight, to be a rather gigantic jump.

However, that sense of distance is largely illusory. The difference would indeed involve an immense escalation if the duty in question were not one of giving reasonable consideration to a possible action, but an absolute obligation to undertake that action, no matter what other values one has and what other commitments one has reason to consider. But that way of seeing one's duties—as compulsory action—is not only at some distance from the acknowledgment of reasons for action, but it also lacks cogency, and even internal coherence. There are many fine deeds for each of which a reason for action exists, but it would typically be impossible to carry out the totality of all those deeds. There is a need for the assessment of priorities and for discrimination in the way the obligation to give reasonable consideration may be followed up by sensible choices of action.

To accept that one has a duty to give reasonable consideration to many different types of actions is not an agreement to tie oneself up in hopeless knots. And it is particularly important in the present context to emphasize the converse: the determination not to get into a pandemonium of practical reasoning is not a ground for denying that one does have a duty to give reasonable consideration to what one can sensibly do for the rights, and the underlying significant and influenceable freedoms, of others. The demands of reasonable consideration would vary with a great many parameters that may be relevant to a person's practical reasoning. Even though the acknowledgment that certain freedoms qualify as human rights already reflects an assessment of their general importance and their possible influenceability (discussed in Section IV), a person has to go beyond these pervasive features into more specific circumstances in giving reasonable consideration to what he or she, in particular, should do in a specific case.

The person has to judge, for example, how important the freedoms and rights are in the case in question compared with other claims on the person's possible actions (involving other rights and freedoms, but also

42. Making adequate room for parametric variations is a general feature of rational assessment, and not a characteristic only of ethical reasoning in particular. I have discussed this issue in *Rationality and Freedom* (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002), essays 1 through 5.
altogether different concerns that a person may, inter alia, sensibly have). Furthermore, the person has to judge the extent to which he or she can make a difference in this case, either acting alone or in conjunction with others. It will be relevant also to consider what others can be expected to do, and the appropriateness of how the required supportive actions may be shared among possible agents. A great many parametric considerations of these and other kinds will inescapably figure in the reasoned evaluation of what a person should do, even after the need to undertake such an evaluation has been fully accepted. Also, since detailed reflection on what one should do is itself time consuming (and cannot even be actually undertaken for all the ills of the world), the duty of reasonable consideration will not, in a great many cases, translate into an obligation to take on an elaborate scrutiny—only a willingness to do just that, when it seems relevant and appropriate.

The recognition of obligations in relation to the rights and freedoms of all human beings need not, thus, be translated into preposterously demanding commands. And yet, despite the parametric variability of the reach and force of reasonable consideration, the requirement to give such consideration is not by any means vacuous. The basic general obligation is that one must be willing to consider seriously what one should reasonably do, taking note of the relevant parameters of the cases involved. The necessity to ask that question (rather than proceeding on the assumption that we owe nothing to others, unless we have actually harmed them) can be the beginning of a more comprehensive line of ethical reasoning. The territory of human rights firmly belongs there. The reasoning cannot, however, end there. Given one's limited abilities and reach, and the need for priorities involving different types of obligations as well as the demands of other moral concerns, there are serious exercises of practical reasoning to be undertaken, in which one's various obligations (including "imperfect obligations") must figure, in an explicit or implicit form.

The recognition of human rights is not an insistence that everyone everywhere rises to help prevent every violation of every human right no matter where it occurs. It is, rather, an acknowledgment that if one is in a plausible position to do something effective in preventing the violation

43. The centrality of that general question is powerfully discussed by Thomas Scanlon, *What We Owe to Each Other* (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1998).
of such a right, then one does have an obligation to consider doing just that. It is still possible that other obligations or non-obligational concerns may overwhelm the reason for the particular action in question, but that reason cannot be simply brushed away as being “none of one’s business.” Loosely specified obligations must not be confused with no obligations at all. Rather, they belong, as was mentioned earlier, to the important category of duties that Immanuel Kant called “imperfect obligations” (and to which he attached great importance).

It is to be noted that, in this understanding, imperfect obligations are ethical requirements that stretch beyond the fully delineated duties, “the perfect obligations,” that specific persons may have to perform particular acts. They involve the demand that serious consideration be given by anyone in a position to provide reasonable help to the person whose human right is threatened. These “imperfect obligations” firmly correlate, in the same way as fully specified “perfect obligations” do, with the recognition of rights. The difference lies in the nature and form of the obligations, not in the general correspondence between rights and obligations, which apply in the same way to imperfect as well as perfect obligations.

It may be useful to illustrate, with a concrete example, the distinction between different kinds of obligations that, despite their differences in content, relate in a similar way to human rights. Consider a real-life case that occurred in Queens, New York, in 1964, when a woman, Kitty Genovese, was fatally assaulted in full view of many others watching the event from their apartments, who did nothing to help her. It is plausible to argue that three terrible things happened here, which are distinct but interrelated:

1. the woman’s freedom—and right—not to be assaulted and killed was violated (this is clearly the principal nastiness in this case);
2. the murderer violated the immunity that anyone should have against assault and killing (a violation of a “perfect obligation”); and
3. the others who did nothing whatever to help the victim also transgressed their general—and “imperfect”—obligation to seriously consider providing the help which they could reasonably be expected to provide.

These distinct failings bring out a complex pattern of rights–duties correspondence in a structured ethics, which can help to explicate the
evaluative framework of human rights, which yields imperfect as well as perfect obligations.\textsuperscript{44}

The presumed precision of legal rights is often contrasted with inescapable ambiguities in the ethical claims of human rights. This contrast, however, is not in itself a great embarrassment for ethical claims, including those of imperfect obligations, since a framework of normative reasoning can sensibly allow variations that cannot be easily accommodated in fully specified legal requirements. As Aristotle remarked in the \textit{Nicomachean Ethics}, we have “to look for precision in each class of things just so far as the nature of the subject admits.”\textsuperscript{45}

As it happens, however, in the laws of some countries, there is even a legal demand, which can hardly have extreme precision, for providing reasonable help to third parties. For example, in France there is provision for “criminal liability of omissions” in the failure to provide reasonable help to others suffering from particular types of transgressions. Not surprisingly, ambiguities in the application of such laws have proved to be quite large and have been the subject of considerable legal discussion in recent years.\textsuperscript{46} The ambiguity of duties of this type, whether in ethics or in law, would be difficult to escape if third-party obligations of others in general are given some room, and this cannot be avoided for an adequate theory of human rights.

\section*{VII. Recognition, Agitation and Legislation}

While the preceding analysis has been concerned with giving reasonable consideration to actions in general that people can undertake in defending or advancing the human rights of others, it is the legislation of human rights, along with their institutionalization, that has tended to

\textsuperscript{44} In this analysis I do not go into the distinction between \textit{agent-specific} and \textit{agent-neutral} moral evaluations. The present line of characterization can be further extended through making room for “position specific” assessments, in ways that I have tried to investigate in “Rights and Agency,” and “Positional Objectivity.”


receive the lion's share of attention in the theoretical literature in this field. It is this legislative outlook that has also been firmly incorporated in much of the institutional understanding of human rights. However, while legislation is an important domain of public action, there are other ways and means which are also important and often effective in advancing the cause of recognized human rights.

First, under what can be called the "recognition route" (to be distinguished from the "legislative route"), there is acknowledgment but not necessarily any legalization or institutional enforcement of a class of claims that are seen as fundamental human rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, sponsored by the United Nations in 1948, which was perhaps the most important move that promoted global activities on human rights in the last century, falls solidly into this category (even though, as was discussed earlier, the framers of the Declaration had also hoped that it would lead to specific bills of rights in different countries). Subsequently, there has been a sequence of other international declarations, often through the United Nations, giving recognition, rather than a legal and coercive status, to various general demands, for example the "Declaration on the Right to Development," signed in 1986. This approach is motivated by the idea that the ethical force of human rights is made more powerful in practice through giving it social recognition and an acknowledged status, even when no enforcement is instituted.

A second line of advance goes beyond recognition to active agitation. There can be organized advocacy urging compliance with certain basic claims of all human beings that are seen as human rights, and there can

47. As Charles Beitz has pointed out, human rights play "the role of a moral touchstone—a standard of assessment and criticism for domestic institutions, a standard of aspiration for their reform, and increasingly a standard of evaluation for the policies and practices of international economic and political organizations." See "Human Rights as a Common Concern," p. 269.

also be monitoring of violations of these rights and attempts to generate effective social pressure. The global NGOs have increasingly been involved in advancing human rights, through public discussion and support, on the one hand, and publicizing and criticizing violations, on the other. These efforts have come not only from dedicated human rights organizations, such as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, but also from broader organizations, such as OXFAM, Médecins Sans Frontières, the Red Cross, Save the Children, and Action Aid. The rights invoked in this “agitation route” may or may not have any legal status in the country in question, but advocacy and support are not necessarily rendered useless by the absence of legal backing.49 Furthermore, even when some identified human rights have legal status, good enforcement of the relevant legislation may also call for public activism, which is to be distinguished from the process of legislation itself.

The third approach is, of course, that of “legislation.” As was discussed in Section III, even though the ethics of human rights must not be seen merely as “parents” of “human rights laws,” it is certainly the case that many such legislations have been encouraged or inspired by considerations of human rights. Many actual laws have been enacted by individual states, or by associations of states, which gave legal force to certain rights seen as basic human rights. For example, the European Court of Human Rights, established in 1950 following the European Convention, can consider cases brought by individuals from the signatory states against violations of human rights. This has been supplemented by the Human Rights Act of 1998, aimed at incorporating the main provisions of the European Convention into domestic law, with an overseeing role of the European Court to see “just satisfaction” of these provisions in

49. It is also worth noting that even when the agents involved in activist promotion of human rights do not have any special legal status, they can still make a difference to political, social and administrative practice through the use of existing laws, combined with seeking public disclosures and critical debates. For example, unlike the Indian and South African Human Rights Commissions, which are recognized in the respective national laws, the Pakistan Human Rights Commission is basically just an NGO, and yet under the visionary and courageous leadership of Asma Jahangir, I. A. Rehman, and others, it has been remarkably effective in identifying and resisting violations of human rights, and in defending vulnerable persons, including religious minorities and ill-treated women. For a good discussion of some of these supportive activities, see The State of Human Rights, 2001 (Lahore: Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, 2002).
domestic judgments. Many other examples can be given from different parts of the world. The “legislative route” has had much active use.

There is an interesting question about the appropriate domain of the legislative route. It would be a mistake, I would argue, to presume in general that if a human right is important, then it must be ideal to legislate it into a precisely specified legal right. For example, recognizing and defending a wife’s moral right to be consulted in family decisions, even in a traditionally sexist society, may well be extremely important, and can plausibly satisfy the threshold conditions needed to qualify as a human right.50 And yet the advocates of this human right, who emphasize, correctly, its far-reaching ethical and political relevance, can quite possibly agree that it is not sensible to make this human right into, in Herbert Hart’s language, a “coercive legal rule” (perhaps with the result that a husband would be taken in custody if he were to fail to consult his wife). The necessary change would have to be brought about in other ways. Because of the importance of communication, advocacy, exposure and informed public discussion, human rights can have influence without necessarily depending on coercive legislation.

Similarly, the moral or political entitlement, which can easily be seen as a human right, of a somewhat slow speaker not to be snubbed in an open public meeting by a rudely articulate sprinter may well be important both for the self-respect of the leisurely speaker and for public good, but it is not likely to be a good subject for punitive legislation. The protection of that human right would have to be sought elsewhere. The effectiveness of the human rights perspective does not rest on seeing them invariably as putative proposals for legislation.51

VIII. Economic and Social Rights

I turn now to criticisms that have been particularly aimed against extending the idea of human rights to include economic and social rights, such as the right not to be hungry, or the right to basic education or to medical attention. Even though these rights did not figure in the

50. The importance and social reach of woman’s participation in family decisions is discussed in my Development as Freedom, ch. 8, “Women’s Agency and Social Change.”

51. For an early advocacy of a much broader approach, see Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman: with Strictures on Political and Moral Subjects (1792).
classic presentations of rights of human beings in, say, the U.S. Declaration of Independence, or French "rights of man," they are very much a part of the contemporary domain of what Cass Sunstein calls the "rights revolution."52 The legitimacy of including these claims within the general class of human rights has been challenged through two specific lines of reproach, which I shall call, respectively, the institutionalization critique and the feasibility critique.

The institutionalization critique, which is aimed particularly at economic and social rights, relates to the general issue of the exact correspondence between authentic rights and precisely formulated correlate duties. Such a correspondence, it is argued, would exist only when a right is institutionalized. Onora O'Neill has presented this line of criticism with force:

Unfortunately much writing and rhetoric on rights heedlessly proclaims universal rights to goods and services, and in particular "welfare rights," as well as to other social, economic and cultural rights that are prominent in international Charters and Declarations, without showing what connects each presumed right-holder to some specific obligation-bearer(s), which leaves the content of these supposed rights wholly obscure. . . . Some advocates of universal economic, social and cultural rights go no further than to emphasize that they can be institutionalized, which is true. But the point of difference is that they must be institutionalized: if they are not there is no right.53

In responding to this significant criticism, we have to invoke the understanding, already discussed, that obligations can be both perfect and imperfect. Even the classical "first generational" rights, like freedom from assault, can be seen as yielding imperfect obligations on others, as was illustrated with the example of the case of assault on Kitty Genovese in public view in New York. Depending on institutional possibilities, economic and social rights may similarly call for both perfect and imperfect obligations. There is a large area of fruitful public discussion and possibly effective pressure, concerning what the society and the state, even

52. Sunstein, After the Rights Revolution: Reconceiving the Regulatory State.
an impoverished one, can do to prevent violations of certain basic economic or social rights (associated with, say, the prevalence of famines, or chronic undernourishment, or absence of medical care).

Indeed, the supportive activities of social organizations are often aimed precisely at institutional change, and these activities can be seen as part of imperfect obligations that individuals and groups have in a society where basic human rights are violated. Onora O’Neill is right to emphasize the importance of institutions for the realization of “welfare rights” (and even for economic and social rights in general), but the ethical significance of these rights provide good grounds for seeking realization through institutional expansion and reform. This can be helped through a variety of approaches, including demanding and agitating for appropriate legislation, and the supplementation of legal demands by political recognition and social monitoring. To deny the ethical status of these claims would be to ignore the reasoning that motivates these constructive activities.

The feasibility critique proceeds from the argument that even with the best of efforts, it may not be feasible to arrange the realization of many of the alleged economic and social rights for all. This would have been only an empirical observation (of some interest of its own), but it is made into an allegedly powerful criticism of the acceptance of these claimed rights on the basis of the presumption, largely undefended, that recognized human rights must, of necessity, be wholly accomplishable. If this presumption were accepted that would have the effect of immediately putting many so-called economic and social rights outside the domain of possible human rights, especially in the poorer societies.

Maurice Cranston puts the argument thus:

The traditional political and civil rights are not difficult to institute. For the most part, they require governments, and other people generally, to leave a man alone. . . . The problems posed by claims to economic and social rights, however, are of another order altogether. How can governments of those parts of Asia, Africa, and South America, where industrialization has hardly begun, be reasonably called upon to provide social security and holidays with pay for millions of people who inhabit those places and multiply so swiftly?$^{54}$

In assessing this line of rejection, we have to ask: why should complete feasibility be a condition of cogency of human rights when the objective is to work towards enhancing their actual realization, if necessary through expanding their feasibility? The understanding that some rights are not fully realized, and may not even be fully realizable under present circumstances, does not, in itself, entail anything like the conclusion that these are, therefore, not rights at all. Rather, that understanding suggests the need to work towards changing the prevailing circumstances to make the unrealized rights realizable, and ultimately, realized.

It is also worth noting in this context that the question of feasibility is not confined to economic and social rights only; it is a much more widespread problem. Even for liberties and autonomies, to guarantee that a person is "left alone," which Cranston seems to think is simple to guarantee, has never been particularly easy. That elementary fact, easily seen always, cannot but be rather clearly recognized now, at least since September 11, 2001 (and more recent events). If the current feasibility of guaranteeing complete and comprehensive fulfillment were made into a necessary condition for the cogency of every right, then not only economic and social rights, but also liberties, autonomies and even political rights may well fall far short of cogency.

IX. The Reach of Public Reasoning

How can we judge the acceptability of claims to human rights and assess the challenges they may face? How would such a disputation—or a defense—proceed? I would argue that like the assessment of other ethical claims, there must be some test of open and informed scrutiny,

55. For this reason, I would argue, it would be a misapplication to invoke the familiar principle "ought implies can" to suggest that claims that are not yet fully realizable cannot be taken to be rights at all. To see the ethical force of some claims is also a demand to consider what one should do to make them realizable, for example through working for the development of new institutions.

56. This corresponds to what Charles Beitz calls the "practical conception" of human rights: "To say something is a human right is to say that social institutions that fail to protect the right are defective" with the implication that "international efforts to aid or promote reform are legitimate and in some cases may be morally required." ("Human Rights and the Law of Peoples," in The Ethics of Assistance: Morality and the Distant Needy ed. Deen Chatterjee [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004], p. 210. See also Henry Shue, Basic Rights: Subsistence, Affluence, and U.S. Foreign Policy [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980; 2nd ed., 1996].)
and it is to such a scrutiny that we have to look in order to proceed to a disavowal or an affirmation. The status of these ethical claims must be dependent ultimately on their survivability in unobstructed discussion.\textsuperscript{57} In this sense, the viability of human rights is linked with what John Rawls has called “public reasoning” and its role in “ethical objectivity.”\textsuperscript{56}

Indeed, the connection between public reasoning and the formulation and use of human rights is extremely important to understand. Any general plausibility that these ethical claims, or their denials, have is dependent, on this theory, on their survival and flourishing when they encounter unobstructed discussion and scrutiny, along with adequately wide informational availability. The force of a claim for a human right would be seriously undermined if it were possible to show that they are unlikely to survive open public scrutiny. But contrary to a commonly offered reason for skepticism and rejection, the case for human rights cannot be discarded simply by pointing to the fact (even when that is the case) that in politically and socially repressive regimes, which do not allow open public discussion, many of these human rights are not taken seriously at all. Uncurbed critical scrutiny is essential for dismissal as well as for defense. Even as far as use is concerned, the fact that monitoring of violations of human rights and the procedure of “naming and shaming” can be so effective (at least in putting the violators on the defensive) is some indication of the reach of public reasoning when information becomes available and ethical arguments are allowed rather than suppressed.

However, it is important not to confine the domain of public reasoning to a given society only, especially in the case of human rights, in view of the inescapably non-parochial nature of these rights, which are meant to apply to all human beings. This is in contrast with Rawls's inclination,

\textsuperscript{57} Even though this requirement has a largely procedural form, the very insistence on open public discussion from which no one is excluded involves an acceptance of equality, which has substantive implications also for the content of the deliberation. On the substantive aspects of deliberative democracy, see Joshua Cohen, "Procedure and Substance in Deliberative Democracy," in Democracy and Difference: Contesting the Boundaries of the Political, ed. Seyla Benhabib (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), pp. 95–119.

particularly in his later works, to limit such public confrontation within the boundaries of each particular nation (or each “people,” as Rawls calls this regional collectivity), for determining what would be just, at least in domestic affairs.\textsuperscript{59} We can demand, on the contrary, that the discussion include, even for domestic justice (if only to avoid parochial prejudices and also to examine a broader range of counterarguments), views also from “a certain distance.” The necessity of this was powerfully identified by Adam Smith:

We can never survey our own sentiments and motives, we can never form any judgment concerning them; unless we remove ourselves, as it were, from our own natural station, and endeavour to view them as at a certain distance from us. But we can do this in no other way than by endeavouring to view them with the eyes of other people, or as other people are likely to view them.\textsuperscript{60}

The universalist nature of Adam Smith’s approach raises the question whether distant people can, in fact, provide useful scrutiny of local issues, given what are taken to be “uncrossable” barriers of culture. One of Edmund Burke’s criticisms of the French declaration of the “rights of man” and its universalist spirit was concerned with disputing the acceptability of that notion in other cultures. Burke argued that “the liberties and the restrictions vary with times and circumstances, and admit of infinite modifications, that cannot be settled upon any abstract rule.”\textsuperscript{61} The argument that, for this, or some similar, reason, the universality that underlies the notion of human rights is profoundly mistaken can be found in many other writings as well.

\begin{quote}
59. See particularly John Rawls, The Law of Peoples (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1999). See also Rawls’s formulation of the original position in Political Liberalism, p. 12: “I assume that the basic structure is that of a closed society; that is, we are to regard it as self-contained and as having no relations with other societies. . . . That a society is closed is a considerable abstraction, justified only because it enables us to focus on certain main questions free from distracting details.” If my reasoning is right, the Rawlsian restrictions eliminate much more than the influence of “distracting details.”


\end{quote}
For example, Rosa Luxemburg, a leading Marxist thinker and political leader in the early twentieth century, invoked a similar line of criticism of what she called the “metaphysical cliché of the type of ‘rights of man’ and ‘rights of the citizen’.”\textsuperscript{62}\textsuperscript{62} However, a scrutiny of Rosa Luxemburg’s real concerns brings out the remarkable fact that she persistently invoked universalist principles herself, as is quite standard in the Marxist tradition (consider: “from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs”). Rather, Luxemburg was keen on emphasizing that the substantiation of these principles must depend on specific circumstances that obtain. Shorn of the rhetoric, there is, in fact, no particular difficulty in using basic universalist principles in general, while taking note of Luxemburg’s pointer to the relevance of local circumstances and regional conditions in appropriately contingent, or parametric, specification of the exact demands of human rights.

However, a belief in uncrossable barriers between the values of different cultures has surfaced and resurfaced repeatedly over the centuries, and they are forcefully articulated today. The claim of magnificent uniqueness, and often of superiority, has sometimes come from critics of “Western values,” varying from champions of regional ethics (well illustrated by the fuss in the 1990s about the peerless excellence of “Asian values”), or religious or cultural separatists (with or without being accompanied by fundamentalism of one kind or another). Sometimes, however, the claim of uniqueness has come from Western particularists. A good example is Samuel Huntington’s insistence that the “West was West long before it was modern,” and his claim that “a sense of individualism and a tradition of individual rights and liberties” are “unique among civilized societies.”\textsuperscript{63}\textsuperscript{63} Similarly, no less a historian of ideas than Gertrude Himmelfarb has argued that ideas of “justice,” “right,” “reason” and “love of humanity” are “predominantly, perhaps even uniquely, Western values.”\textsuperscript{64}\textsuperscript{64}


I have discussed these diagnoses elsewhere. Contrary to cultural stereotypes, the histories of different countries in the world have shown considerable variations over time as well as between different traditions within the same country. The championing of open public discussion, tolerating and encouraging different points of view, has a long history in many countries in the world. Indeed, some of the earliest open general meetings aimed specifically at settling disputes between different points of view took place in India in the so-called Buddhist councils, the first of which was held shortly after Gautama Buddha's death twenty-five hundred years ago. The grandest of these councils, the third, occurred under the patronage of Emperor Ashoka in the third century BCE. Ashoka also tried to codify and propagate what must have been among the earliest formulations of rules for public discussion, a kind of ancient version of the nineteenth-century Robert's Rules of Order. He demanded, for example, "restraint in regard to speech, so that there should be no extolment of one's own sect or disparagement of other sects on inappropriate occasions, and it should be moderate even in appropriate occasions." Even when engaged in arguing, "other sects should be duly honoured in every way on all occasions."

To consider another historical example, in early seventh-century Japan, the Buddhist Prince Shotoku, who was regent to his mother, Empress Suiko, produced the so-called constitution of seventeen articles, in 604 AD. The constitution insisted, much in the spirit of the Magna Carta to be signed six centuries later in 1215 AD: "Decisions on important matters should not be made by one person alone. They should be discussed with many."

When, in the twelfth century, the Jewish philosopher Maimonides had to flee an intolerant Europe to try to safeguard his human right to stick to his own religious beliefs and practice, he sought shelter in Emperor Saladin's Egypt (via Fez and Palestine), and found an honored position in the court of this Muslim emperor. Several hundred years later, when, in Agra, the Moghul emperor of India, Akbar, was arguing, and legislating, on the government's duty to uphold the right to religious

freedom of all citizens, the European Inquisitions were still going on, and Giardino Bruno was burnt at the stake in Rome, in 1600.

In his autobiography, *Long Walk to Freedom*, Nelson Mandela describes how he learned about democracy and individual rights, as a young boy, by seeing the proceedings of the local meetings held in the regent’s house in Mqhekezweni:

> Everyone who wanted to speak did so. It was democracy in its purest form. There may have been a hierarchy of importance among the speakers, but everyone was heard, chief and subject, warrior and medicine man, shopkeeper and farmer, landowner and laborer.  

Not only are the differences on the subject of freedoms and rights that actually exist between different societies often much exaggerated, but also there is, typically, little note taken of substantial variations *within* each local culture—over time and even at a point of time (in particular, right now). What are taken to be “foreign” criticisms often correspond to internal criticisms from non-mainstream groups. If, say, Iranian dissidents are imprisoned by an authoritarian regime precisely because of their heterodoxy, any suggestion that they should be seen as “ambassadors of Western values” rather than as “Iranian dissidents” would only add serious insult to manifest injury.

This issue is particularly important in determining what may be taken to be culturally “partisan” in a world of many cultural differences. Charles Beitz rejects, rightly, the plausibility of seeing the use of human rights as emanating from a “supposedly symmetrical relationship to the conception of political justice or legitimacy to be found in the world’s cultures,” and he goes on to seek their justification in terms of “the role they play in international relations.” But how should this “role” be judged in terms of its acceptability, and in what sense should such an evaluation be culturally “partisan”? If the reasoning presented here is right, then we must distinguish between (1) the values that are dominantly favored in a society (no matter how repressive it is), and (2) the values that could be expected to gain wider adherence and support when open discussion is allowed, when information about other

societies becomes more freely available, and when disagreements with the established views can be expressed and defended without suppression and fear.

Being “non-partisan” requires respecting the participation of people from any corner of the earth, which is not the same thing as accepting the prevailing priorities in existing societies when information is extremely restricted and discussions and disagreements are not permitted. Widespread acceptability, which must be distinguished from pre-existing ubiquitous acceptance, is an important issue in any social evaluation, even in dealing with the role that human rights play in international relations.

There does, of course, exist considerable variation in the balance of manifest opinions and observed preconceptions in different countries and different societies. These opinions and beliefs often reflect, as Adam Smith noted in a powerfully illuminating analysis, strong influence of existing practices in different parts of the world, along with a lack of broader intellectual engagement. The need for open scrutiny, with unrestrained access to information (including that about practices elsewhere in the world and the experiences there), is particularly great because of these connections. Which is precisely why Adam Smith’s insistence on the necessity of viewing actions and practices from a “certain distance” is so important for substantive ethics in general and the understanding of human rights in particular.

In a chapter entitled “On the Influence of Custom and Fashion upon the Sentiments of Moral Approbation and Disapprobation,” Smith illustrated his contention:

...the murder of new-born infants was a practice allowed of in almost all the states of Greece, even among the polite and civilized Athenians; and whenever the circumstances of the parent rendered it inconvenient to bring up the child, to abandon it to hunger, or to wild beasts, was regarded without blame or censure. ... Uninterrupted custom had by this time so thoroughly authorized the practice, that not only the loose maxims of the world tolerated this barbarous prerogative, but even the doctrine of philosophers, which ought to have been more just and accurate, was led away by the established custom, and upon this, as upon many other occasions, instead of censuring, supported the horrible abuse, by far-fetched considerations of public utility. Aristotle talks of it as of what the magistrates ought upon many
occasions to encourage. Plato is of the same opinion, and, with all that love of mankind which seems to animate all his writings, no where marks this practice with disapprobation.  

What are taken to be perfectly “normal” and “sensible” in an insulated society may not be able to survive a broad-based and less limited examination once the parochial gut reactions are replaced by critical scrutiny, including an awareness of variations of practices and norms across the world.

Scrutiny from a distance may have something to offer in the assessment of practices as different from each other as the stoning of adulterous women in Taliban’s Afghanistan and the abounding use of capital punishment (sometimes with mass jubilation) in parts of the United States. This is the kind of issue that made Smith insist that “the eyes of the rest of mankind” must be invoked to understand whether “a punishment appears equitable.” Ultimately, the discipline of critical moral scrutiny requires, among other things, “endeavouring to view [our sentiments and beliefs] with the eyes of other people, or as other people are likely to view them.”

The need for interactions across the borders can be as important in rich societies as they are in poorer ones. The point to note here is not so much whether we are permitted to make cross-boundary scrutiny, but that the discipline of critical assessment of moral sentiments, no matter how locally established they are, demands that such scrutiny be undertaken.

X. A Concluding Remark

I have tried to present, in this article, the elements of a theory of human rights, which sees them as pronouncements in social ethics, sustainable

---

72. The treatment of prisoners held by the United States in the so-called war against terrorism raises important issues of human rights, and the analysis of the prevailing practice can be helped by more wide-ranging public discussion and a fuller understanding of the nature of global concerns on this issue.
by open public reasoning. They may or may not be reflected in a legal framework through, say, specific “human rights legislation,” but there are also other ways of implementing human rights (including public recognition, agitation and monitoring).

Since the main themes developed in this article were specifically noted in Section II, I shall not try to provide a further summary in this concluding section. I should, however, emphasize that the understanding and viability of human rights are, in this perspective, intimately linked with the reach of public discussion, between persons and across borders. The viability and universality of human rights are dependent on their ability to survive open critical scrutiny in public reasoning. The methodology of public scrutiny draws on Rawlsian understanding of “objectivity” in ethics, but the impartiality that is needed cannot be confined within the borders of a nation.

The fact that authoritarian orders are typically quite afraid of uncensored news media and of uncurbed public discussion, which make them resort often enough to suppression (including censorship, intimidation, incarceration, and even execution), provides some indirect evidence that the influence of public reasoning can indeed be quite large. That influence also lies behind the effectiveness of the interactive ways and means, including social recognition, informational monitoring and public agitation, which human rights activists tend to use. There is certainly a need for a fuller understanding of the associative nature of the acceptability of values, and this requires us to go well beyond lazy reliance on the given mores of the dominant social groups in the respective societies.

To conclude, despite their practical preoccupations, human rights activists have reason enough to pay attention to the skepticism that the idea of human rights generates among many legal and political theorists. These doubts have to be—and can be—addressed. But it is also important to note that the conceptual understanding of human rights, in turn, can benefit substantially from considering the reasoning that moves the activists and the range and effectiveness of practical actions they undertake, including recognition, monitoring and agitation, in addition to legislation. Not only is conceptual clarity important for practice, the richness of practice, I have argued, is also critically relevant for understanding the concept and reach of human rights. There is, I must conclude, no great deficit in the balance of trade between theory and practice.